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Node

Foundations

• The Formalization of Workflow Patterns is
based on ECA rules

(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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ECA Rules
• ECA rules from active databases:
• (on) Event,
• (if) Condition,
• (then) Action
• Different Coupling Modes
• Different Triggers
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ON inserting a row in course registration table
IF over course capacity
THEN abort registration transaction

Example: ECA rule
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ON inserting a row in course registration table
IF over course capacity
THEN notify registrar about unmet demands
ON inserting a row in course registration table
IF over course capacity
THEN put on waiting list

Example: ECA Conflicts
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CREATE TRIGGER LimitSalaryRaise
! AFTER UPDATE OF Salary ON Employee
! REFERENCING OLD AS 0, NEW AS N
! FOR EACH ROW
! WHEN (N.Salary - O.Salary > 0.05*O.Salary)
! ! UPDATE Employee
! ! SET Salary = 1.05 * O.Salary
! ! Where Id = O.Id

Business Rule Enforced with
AFTER trigger
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Event-based Routing
• The ECA approach has been adapted to
workflows:

• 1 Event
• m Conditions
• n Actions
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a)

On Event
Do Action

b)

On Event
If

Condition

Do Action

c)

On Event
If

Condition

then
Do

Action

else
Do

alternative
Action

ECA Notation
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d)

On e1
Do a1

On

e2

e2

Do ...

ECA Sequence Flow
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e)

On e1
Do a1

On

e2

Do ...

e2

e3

On

e3

Do ...

ECA Parallel Flow
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f)

On
On e1
If

e2

Do ...

c1

then
Do

a1a

e2

else
Do

a1b

e3

On

e3

Do ...

ECA Choice
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Mapping Workflow
Activities to Agents
• Each workflow activity is mapped to a
concurrent pi-calculus agent:

• Each agent has pre- and post-conditions
• Pre-condition = Event and Condition
• Postcondition = Action
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x.[a = b]τ.y.0

Basic Activities in the Pi-Calculus
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Basic Control Flow
Patterns
• The basic control flow patterns capture
elementary aspects of control flow
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A

b

B

A = τA .b.0
B = b.τB .B !

Sequence
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b

B

c

C

A

A = τa .(b.0|c.0)
B = b.τB .B !
C = c.τC .C !

Parallel Split
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B

d1
D

C

d2

B = τB .d1 .0
C = τC .d2 .0
D = d1 .d2 .τD .D!

Synchronization
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b

B

c

C

A

A = τA .(b.0 + c.0)
B = b.τB .B !
C = c.τC .C !

Exclusive Choice
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B
d
D
C

B = τB .d.0
C = τC .d.0
D = d.τD .D!

Simple Merge
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Advanced Branching and
Synchronization Patterns
• The advanced branching and

synchronization patterns require advanced
concepts and map only partly to the basic
activity template
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b

B

c

C

A

A = (vexec)τA .(A1 |A2 )
A1 = exec!b".0+
exec!c".0+
exec!b".exec!c".0
A2 =!exec(x).x.0
B = b.τB .B !
C = c.τC .C !

Multiple Choice
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B

d1
D

C

d2

B = τB .d1 .0
C = τC .d2 .0
D = d1 .τD .D! + d2 .τD .D! + d1 .d2 .τD .D!

Synchronizing Merge
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B
d
D
C

B = τB .d.0
C = τC .d.0
D =!d.τD .D!

Multiple Merge
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A

B

d2

d1
D
d3

C

A = τA .d1 .0 B = τB .d2 .0 C = τC .d3 .0
D = (vh, exec)(D1 |D2 )
D1 = d1 .h.0 | d2 .h.0 | d3 .h.0
D2 = h.exec.h.h.D | exec.τD .D!

Discriminator
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D = (vh, exec)((

m
!

"
di .h.0) | h.exec.{h}m−1
.D
|
exec.τ
.D
)
D
1

i=1

Discriminator Template
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D = (vh, exec)((

m
!

!
.D
|
exec.τ
.D
)
di .h.0) | {h}n1 .exec.{h}m
D
n+1

i=1

N-out-of-M-Join Template
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Structural Patterns

• Structural patterns show restrictions on
workflow languages
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b

A

B

c

C

d

D

a

A =!a.τA .b.0
B =!b.τB .c.0
C =!c.τC .(a.0 + d.0)
D = d.τD .D!

Arbitrary Cycles
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Implicit Termination
• The implicit termination pattern terminates
a sub-process if no other activity can be
made active

• Problem: Most engines terminate the

whole workflow if a final node is reached

• The pi-calculus contains the final symbol 0
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Multiple Instance
Patterns
• Multiple instance patterns create several
instances (copies) of workflow activities
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A

b

B

*

A = τA .!b.0
B =!b.τB .B !

MI without Synchronization
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A

b

B

*

c

C

A = τA .b.b.b.0
B =!b.τB .c.0
C = c.c.c.τC .C !

A | B | C ≡ τA .{b}n1 .0 | !b.τB .c.0 | {c}n1 .τC .C !

MI with a priori Design Time
Knowledge
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A

b

B

*

c

C

A = τA .A1 (c)
A1 (x) = (vy)b!y".y!x".A1 (y) + x.0
B =!b(y).y(x).τB .y.x.0
C = c.τC .C !

The pattern works like a dynamic linked-list:
A

bi

Bi

b2
...

B2

b1

c
B1

C

MI without a priori Runtime
Knowledge
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A

b

B

*

c

C

A = (vrun)τA .A1 (c) | run.!start.0
A1 (x) = (vy)b!y".y!x".A1 (y) + run.x.0
B =!b(y).y(x).start.τB .y.x.0
C = c.τC .C !

MI with a priori Runtime
Knowledge
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State-based Patterns
• State-based patterns capture implicit

behavior of processes that is not based on
the current case rather than the
environment or other parts of the process
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benv
b

B

c

C

A

A = τA .(b.0|c.0)
B = b.(benv .kill.τB .B ! + kill.0)
C = c.(cenv .kill.τC .C ! + kill.0)

cenv

Deferred Choice
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A

b

B

c

C

OR
A

c

C

b

B

A = τA .x.y.x.y.A!
B = x.τB .y.0
C = x.τC .y.0

Interleaved Parallel Routing
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A = check(x).([x = !]τA1 .A! + [x = ⊥]τA2 .A!! )
B = M (⊥) | b.m "#$ .τB .m "⊥$ .B !
M (x) = m(x).M (x) + check !x" .M (x)

Milestone
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Cancelation Patterns
• The cancelation patterns describe the

withdrawal of one or more processes that
represent workflow activities
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A | E ≡ a.τA .A! + cancel.0 | !τE .cancel.0

Cancel Activity
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Cancel Case
• The cancel case pattern cancels a whole
workflow instance

• This is equal to Cancel Activity with the
exception that all remaining processes
receive a global cancel trigger
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Data Representation

42

returned (queue). For b and c we require an additional name that is triggered when the structu
is empty.
The basic structures are defined in the following paragraphs. Each basic structure is globa
available to other agents inside a system and can produce a copy of itself via recursion.

Definition 4.1 (Cell) A cell holds a name and allows read and write operations to retrieve
change the content:
def

CELL = νc cell %c&.(CELL1 (⊥) | CELL)
def

CELL1 (n) = c%n&.CELL1 (n) + c(x).CELL1 (x) .

A new cell is initialized with the default name ⊥ (false). The restricted name retrieved by readi
via the name cell is then used as read and write accessor to the cell’s content.
For instance, consider the agents
def

def

A = νd cell (c).c%d&.b%c&.0 and B = b(p).p(x).τ.0

inside a system

Memory Cell
def
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S = νcell ν⊥ νb (A | B | CELL) .
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Agent A first creates a restricted name d and retrieves a fresh cell c. Afterward the name d

CHAPTER 4. DATA 61
b and afterward retrieves the content. A cell can be easily extended to a pair, storing a sequence
of two names:
Definition 4.2 (Pair) A pair holds a sequence of two names and allows read and write operations to retrieve or change the content:
def

PAIR = νt pair !t".(PAIR1 (⊥, ⊥) | PAIR)
def

PAIR1 (m, n) = t!m, n".PAIR1 (m, n) + t(x, y).PAIR1 (x, y) .
!
A new pair is initialized and accessed similar to a cell. Furthermore, we define an agent
TRIPLE holding a sequence of three names according to PAIR (omitted). By employing pairs
and triples, more advanced data structures can be created. We investigate stacks and queues.
Definition 4.3 (Stack) A stack stores names that can be removed in reverse order; i.e. first in,
last out. Names can be contained in the stack several times. The stack consists of two operations,
push to add names to and pop to remove names from the stack. The stack presented here is based
on two assumptions. (1) The push operation can be called infinite times; i.e. there is no upper
2007size
Frank Puhlmann
limit on(C)the
of the stack, and (2) the pop operation can be called as long as there are44elements
on the stack. If the stack size is zero, the special name empty can be read infinite times instead.

Pairs, Tuples

def

empty.STACK
on the stack. STACK
If the stack
size
is zero, the special
name empty can be read infinite times instea
def0 =
0 + s(newvalue).triple(next).
STACK = νs νempty
stack !s,
empty".(STACK
).
0 | STACK
These assumptions simplify
the
definition
of
the
stack
without
restricting
its
expressive
powe
next!⊥, ⊥, newvalue".STACK1 (next) ,
The stack is given by:
STACK
first creates
two
restricted
names:
s, used
as annewvalue
accessorvia
name
for
push
andstack.
pop ope
where STACK
either
returns
empty
or
receives
a
name
s
to
push
on
the
0
def
ations,
and
empty,
usedtriple
to represent
the
stack.
It then
as follows:
In the last case, a new
is created
andempty
initialized
with
(prevbehaves
, test, 0value),
where
STACK
=
νs νempty
stack !s, empty".(STACK
| STACK
) . prev represents the previous triple (⊥defas this is the first triple on the stack), test is a flag if there are more
1 If a name
STACK
=restricted
empty.STACK
+
s(newvalue).triple(next).
STACK
firststack
creates
names:
used
asvalue.
an accessor
namehas
forbeen
pushpushed
and pop
elements
on the
(also
⊥),
and value
is the 0s,
received
onope
0two
ations,the
andagent
empty,
used toasnext!⊥,
represent
empty
stack. Ittriple
then as
behaves
as follows:
the stack,
continues
STACK⊥,
with
the current
a parameter:
1the
newvalue".STACK
1 (next) ,
def

def

STACK
) =0curr
(prevor, test,
value).(s!value".
STACK
= empty.STACK
s(newvalue).triple(next).
where STACK
returns
empty
receives
newvalue via s to push on the stac
1 (curr
0 a+name
0 either
In the last case, a new triple is([test
created
and⊥,
initialized
with
(prev=
test,
value),
where prev re
= $]STACK
) + [test
⊥]STACK
next!⊥,
newvalue".STACK
,
1 (prev
0 )+
1,(next)

resents the previous triple (⊥ as
this is the first triple on the stack),, $,
testnewvalue".
is a flag if there are mo
s(newvalue).triple(next).next!curr
1 If a name
where
returns
empty
or
receives
a name
newvalue
via s to
push
onpushed
the staco
0 either
elements
onSTACK
the stack
(also ⊥),
and
value
is
the
received
value.
has
been
STACK
.
1 (next))
In
the
last
case,
a
new
triple
is
created
and
initialized
withtriple
(prevas
, test,
value), where prev rep
the stack, the agent continues as STACK1 with the current
a parameter:
1

resents
thehave
previous
triple
(⊥ as
is the
firstaretriple
the stack),
if there
are mor
We
explicitly
to denote
a name
for this
testing
if there
more on
elements
on the test
stack,isasaaflag
mismatch
operator
1
elements
(also
and valueπ-calculus
is the received
def in⊥),
(e.g.
prev !=on
⊥) the
is notstack
contained
the considered
grammar. value. If a name has been pushed o
STACK1 (curr ) = curr (prev , test, value).(s!value".
the stack, the agent
continues as STACK with the current triple as a parameter:
1

([test = $]STACK1 (prev ) + [test = ⊥]STACK0 )+
def

Stack

STACK1 (curr )s(newvalue).triple(next).next!curr
= curr (prev , test, value).(s!value". , $, newvalue".
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1

([test1 =
$]STACK
STACK
(next))
. 1 (prev ) + [test = ⊥]STACK045)+
s(newvalue).triple(next).next!curr , $, newvalue".

We explicitly have to denote a name for testing if there are more elements on the stack, as a mismatch opera

STACK (next)) .

QUEUE0 = empty.QUEUE0 + q(newvalue).triple(newtriple).
there is no upper limit on the size of the queue, and (2) the dequeue operation can be called as
def
newtriple"⊥,
⊥,queue"q,
newvalue#.QUEUE
newtriple)
1 (newtriple,
long as thereQUEUE
are elements
in the
queue.
If the queue
is empty,
the special
name )empty
= νq
νempty
empty#.(QUEUE
. , can be
0 | QUEUE
read infinite times. The queue is given by:
where QUEUE0 either returns empty infinite times or receives a name via q to enqueue to the
The queue creates,
equal to the stack, two fresh names: q used as an accessor for enqueue and
queue. In the last case,defa new triple is created and initialized with (next, test, value), where
dequeue operations,
and empty,
used toqueue"q,
represent
the empty queue.
then behaves
as follows:
QUEUE
νq (⊥
νempty
empty#.(QUEUE
) . if there
0 |ItQUEUE
next represents
the next=
triple
as this is the only
triple in the queue),
test is a flag
are
more elements in thedefqueue after this one (also ⊥), and value is the received value. If a name has
The queue
creates,
equal
to the stack, two
fresh names: q used as an accessor for enqueue and
QUEUE
= empty.QUEUE
0 agent
0 + q(newvalue).triple(newtriple).
been enqueued,
the
continues as QUEUE
1 with the current triple as an explicit parameter
dequeue operations, and empty, used to represent
the empty queue. It then behaves as follows:
representing the first and
last triple of⊥,
thenewvalue#.QUEUE
queue:
newtriple"⊥,
1 (newtriple, newtriple) ,
def

def
QUEUEeither
= empty.QUEUE
+ q(newvalue).triple(newtriple).
where
QUEUE
returns
empty 0infinite
times or receives a name via q to enqueue to the
0 0 last)
QUEUE
= first(next,
test, value).(q"value#.
1 (first,
newtriple)
,
queue. In the last case,newtriple"⊥,
a new
triple
is newvalue#.QUEUE
created and
initialized
with (next,
test, value),
where
1 (newtriple,
([test
=⊥,
!]QUEUE
1 (next, last) + [test = ⊥]QUEUE0 )+
next represents the next triple (⊥ as this is the only triple in the queue), test is a flag if there are
q(newvalue).triple(newtriple).newtriple"⊥,
newvalue#.
where
QUEUE
either
returns
infinite
times
orvalue
receives
a name
via⊥,qvalue.
to enqueue
to the
more
elements
in0 the
queue
afterempty
this one
(also ⊥),
and
is the
received
If a name
has
queue.
In the last
new
tripleasisQUEUE
created
and
initialized with (next, test,
value), where
last(oldnext,
oldtest,
oldvalue).last"newtriple,
!, oldvalue#.
been
enqueued,
the case,
agent acontinues
1 with the current triple as an explicit parameter
next represents
the next
(⊥ asofthis
isqueue:
thenewtriple)
only triple.in the queue), test is a flag if there are
(first,
representing
the first
and triple
last QUEUE
triple
1the
more elements in the queue after this one (also ⊥), and value is the received value. If a name has
defanalog toasthe
been
enqueued,
the agent
continues
QUEUE
currentthat
triple
an explicit
parameter
The agent
QUEUE
works
stack with
the the
exception
theas
queue
needs to
update
1 with
QUEUE1 (first,1last) = first(next, test, value).(q"value#.
representing
the of
first
lastprevious
triple oftothe
the next pointer
theand
triple
thequeue:
newly added triple.
!
([test = !]QUEUE1 (next, last) + [test = ⊥]QUEUE0 )+

def

QUEUE1 (first, last) = q(newvalue).triple(newtriple).newtriple"⊥,
first(next, test, value).(q"value#.
⊥, newvalue#.
([test = !]QUEUE
last) + [test = ⊥]QUEUE
1 (next,
0 )+
last(oldnext,
oldtest,
oldvalue).last"newtriple,
!, oldvalue#.

Queue

q(newvalue).triple(newtriple).newtriple"⊥,
⊥, newvalue#.
QUEUE
1 (first, newtriple) .
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last(oldnext, oldtest, oldvalue).last"newtriple, !, oldvalue#.
The agent QUEUE1 works analog to the stack with the exception that the queue needs to update
QUEUE1 (first, newtriple) .
the next pointer of the triple previous to
the newly added triple.
!

Iterators

ator iterates through a data structure. We distinguish two types of iterators, d
n-destructive. Destructive operators remove the elements from the structure
tructive iterators keep the elements in the structure.

on 4.5 (Iterator) An destructive iterator that works on stacks and queues is d
def

I = s(x).τI .I + empty.I ! .

ator works on a structure s. While there are elements available in the structur
de of the iterator is chosen. The work done with the current element is here d
e basic structure returns empty, the iterator finishes.

on-destructive iterator needs to have knowledge about the data structure it itera
ght cause problems related to concurrent access, special care has to be taken w
these iterators. A trivial non-destructive iterator for a stack uses a temporar
e values:(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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Descructive Iterator
def

IS = stack (tmpstack , tmpempty).IS

CHAPTER 4.
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Booleans and Bytes

deterministic manner; it represents a function that returns random boolean values. Si
idered
as data
a function
does
notistake
any input, as
its asignature
simply given by:
unit of
is a bit
that
represented
booleanisvalue.

A :→ boolean
n 4.7 (Boolean) A boolean represents
a truth .value inside a system of agents

ad of providing a random boolean generator, two more elaborate agents provide con
ν! ν⊥ S ,
rue and false values:

representsTRUE
true, ⊥=represents
false, and S
represents
the system of .agents.
true"#$.TRUE
FALSE
= false"⊥$.FALSE

nstance,
a system
S to
composed
twoa agents
A andrestricts
B that true
use boolean
e agents are
assumed
be placed of
inside
system which
and false valu
as w

nd ⊥ globally. An agent representing a function with parameters requires a two-way
n. First the parameters and a response channel are transmitted and afterward the res
def
ad via the response Schannel.
function
AND
representing
a boolean disjunction wi
= ν!Aν⊥
νch (A
| B)
,
ature
def
ch#⊥$.A)
, and
A =AND
τ.(ch#!$.A
: boolean +
× boolean
→ boolean

Booleans
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defis given by the agent
compares two booleans

B = ch(x).([x = !]τ.B ! + [x = ⊥]τ.0) .

48

with AND, TRUE , and FALSE given as above, uses the concepts introduced so far. However,
the right hand side of agent C’s sum will never be enabled due to the interaction with agent
AND, where two true values are compared. Furthermore, agent AND only provides a onetime interaction via resp. A better solution for agent AND incorporates the return of a variable
containing the result instead of directly providing it. A variable is represented by a cell.
The modified agent AND is given as follows, where we assume it to be placed inside a
composition with CELL and the restricted names # and ⊥:

Definition 4.9 (Boolean Conjunction) The agent AND compares two names typed as booleans
for boolean conjunction.
def

AND = cell (v).and (b1 , b2 , resp).b1 (x).b2 (y).([x = #][y = #]v"#$.AND1 +
def

[x = ⊥]v"⊥$.AND1 + [y = ⊥]v"⊥$.AND1 )

AND1 = (resp"v$.0 | AND) .

Conjunction
(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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!
In addition to the agent AND introduced earlier, the new variant is not blocking until the
response has been collected, since the modified AND is activated again using recursion placed
in parallel with the response sent via resp. A boolean disjunction is given by:
Definition 4.10 (Boolean Disjunction) The agent OR compares two names typed as booleans
for boolean disjunction:
def

OR = cell (v).or (b1 , b2 , resp).b1 (x).b2 (y).([x = ⊥][y = ⊥]v"⊥#.OR1 +
def

[x = $]v"$#.OR1 + [y = $]v"$#.OR1 )

OR1 = (resp"v#.0 | OR) .
!
Finally, a boolean negation is given by the agent NEG:
Definition 4.11 (Boolean Negation) The agent NEG applies boolean negation to a name typed
as boolean.
def

Disjunction

NEG = neg(b, resp).true(t).false(f ).b(x).(
(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann

([b = t]resp"false#.0 + [b = f ]resp"true#.0) | NEG) .
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!

def

OR = cell (v).or (b1 , b2 , resp).b1 (x).b2 (y).([x = ⊥][y = ⊥]v"⊥#.OR1 +
def

[x = $]v"$#.OR1 + [y = $]v"$#.OR1 )

OR1 = (resp"v#.0 | OR) .
!
Finally, a boolean negation is given by the agent NEG:
Definition 4.11 (Boolean Negation) The agent NEG applies boolean negation to a name typed
as boolean.
def

NEG = neg(b, resp).true(t).false(f ).b(x).(
([b = t]resp"false#.0 + [b = f ]resp"true#.0) | NEG) .
!
The boolean negation incorporates the TRUE and FALSE agents to first fetch the actual
names for true and false and furthermore returns the result as a constant. Agents 4.9 (Boolean
Conjunction) and 4.10 (Boolean Disjunction) can be adapted to work the same way. We showed
both variants to provide a choice for the application. Usage of the fixed names $ and ⊥ provides
less overhead, whereas the agents TRUE and FALSE provide more flexibility regarding the
actual names for true and false, as well as providing constants for them. In the remainder, we
use the agents TRUE and FALSE as defined, e.g. providing the names $ for true and ⊥ for
false.
Thus, a fetching of the actual values for true and false is omitted.
(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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A second unit of data is a byte that is represented by a tuple of eight bits:

Negation

Definition 4.12 (Byte) A byte is given by a tuple of eight boolean values used as subjects of

actual
names for
true and
as TRUE
well as and
providing
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them.
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thefalse,
agents
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use thenames
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andfalse,
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$ the
for remainder,
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actual
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constants the
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false.
a fetching
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theThus,
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e.g.and
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the names $ for true and ⊥ for
second
unit of data
is aactual
byte that
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a tuple
of eight bits:
false.AThus,
a fetching
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for true andby
false
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unit(Byte)
of dataAisbyte
a byte
that is by
represented
a tuple
of eight
bits:used as subjects of
Definition
4.12
is given
a tuple ofbyeight
boolean
values

input and outputs
prefixes.
Theistype
of aby
byte
is byte,
e.g. byte
!
Definition
4.12 (Byte)
A byte
given
a tuple
of eight
boolean
values used as subjects of
42 : byte.
inputFor
andinstance,
outputs prefixes. The type of a byte is byte, e.g. byte 42 : byte.
!
For instance,

"⊥, ⊥, $, ⊥, $, ⊥, $, ⊥#
"⊥,
⊥, $,
⊥, $, ⊥,a $,
⊥# with this value is given by:
represents the decimal value 42. An
agent
returning
constant
represents the decimal value 42.
An agent returning a constant with this value is given by:
def
BYTE42 = byte42 "⊥, ⊥, $, ⊥, $, ⊥, $, ⊥#.BYTE42 ,
def
BYTE42 = byte42 "⊥, ⊥, $, ⊥, $, ⊥, $, ⊥#.BYTE42 ,
and accordingly for for each i ∈ {0 . . . 255} in BYTEi . However, since a byte has only a fixed
capacity
and basic
addition
andincomparison
can only since
be implemented
usinga rather
and
accordingly
forfunctions
for each ilike
∈ {0
. . . 255}
BYTEi . However,
a byte has only
fixed
complexand
agents,
will not
beaddition
discussed
further.
Instead,
representation
of natural
numbers
capacity
basicthey
functions
like
and
comparison
cana only
be implemented
using
rather
as a generalization
ofwill
bytes
discussed.
complex
agents, they
notwill
be be
discussed
further. Instead, a representation of natural numbers
as a generalization of bytes will be discussed.

Bytes

(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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Further structures
• More structures are possible:
• Natural numbers based on extended
queues

• Lists using natural numbers as indices
(why?)

• Strings
• etc.
(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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Workflow Data
Patterns
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Complex Activity
Activity

Figure 4.2: Different data layers.

Data Layers

ible only within the context of individual execution instances of that activity. (Acc
3, p.6]) (C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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mentation: Each activity can use restricted names for internal calculations. These

CHAPTER 4. DATA 77
BPMS Data

Environment

Process
Instance Data
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Pi-Calculus
System

ENV
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C y
y

Y
Complex Activity

Activities
Activity Internal Data

Figure 4.1: Flow graph of agents representing business process activities and data.

Activities and Data

name y will not be extruded any further. The agent D consists of two components E and F and
thus describes a complex activity. If the scope of a name is extruded to D, it should also include
E and(C)F2007
. Finally,
agent E uses data provided by the environment via the name r. Access
to
Frank Puhlmann
56
the environment can occur by either restricted names scoped to certain activities; i.e. external
triggers, or by free names representing constants or functions. Examples for each of the different

Some Sample
Data Patterns
• Activity data
• Complex activity data
• Scope data
• BPMS data
• Data interaction: Activity to Activity
• Data interaction: Complex activities
(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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Figure 4.2: Different data layers.

Activity Data

only within the context of individual execution instances of that activit
])
• Data elements can be defined by activities

which
areuse
accessible
only
withinfor
theinternal calculations.
ation: Each activity
can
restricted
names
context of individual execution instances of
e directly created using the ν operator or by creating new data structu
that activity:
stance,
def
A = νx cell (c).τ.0 ,

an activity that (1) creates a restricted name x used for internal calcul
other restricted name c pointing to a cell. The scope of x is restricted
ed between CELL and A.
(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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(Complex Activity Data) Description: Complex activities are able

ther restricted name c pointing to a cell. The scope of x is restricted
d between CELL and A.

(Complex Activity Data) Description: Complex activities are able
ich are accessible by each of their components. (According to [113,

Complex Activity Data

ion: A complex activity is represented by an agent consisting of
activitiesanare
able to define
data activity data i
• Complex
ere each component
represents
activity.
Complex
elements, which are accessible by each of
pattern 4.1 (Activity
Data),
with
the
distinction
that
the
names
are
their components:
For instance,
def

C = queue(q, e).(A | B) ,

complex activity C with the activities A and B contained inside. C
, that can afterward be accessed by A and B.

(Scope Data) Description: Data elements can be defined which are
he activities in a process instance. (According to [113, p.9])

ion:

(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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A process instance is given by an agent consisting of severa

nts a complex activity C with the activities A and B contained inside. C first
ue q, that can afterward be accessed by A and B.

Scope Data

4.3 (Scope Data) Description: Data elements can be defined which are acc
of the activities in a process instance. (According to [113, p.9])

entation: A process instance is given by an agent consisting of several co
elementsactivities.
can be defined
epresent activities Data
and complex
Simplewhich
subsetsare
can be defined by r
accessible
by a subset
of the activities
in a overlapping one
e of a name to certain
components.
More complex
scopes (i.e.
instance: later on. For instance,
of data interaction process
patterns introduced

•

def

I = (A | B | νz (C | D)) ,
the scope of the name z between the components C and D.

4.4 (Multiple Instance Data) Description: Activities which are able to exe
mes within a single process instance can define data elements which are spec
(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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fic to a process instance. They can be accessed by all components of the process dur
tion of the process instance. (According to [113, p.12])

ementation: Since a complex activity represents a process (see definition 3.10), the s
pattern 4.2 (Complex Activity Data) is sufficient.

BPMS Data

rn 4.6 (Business Process Management System Data) Description: Data eleme
orted which are accessible to all components in each and every process instance a
n the control of theData
business
process
(According to
elements
aremanagement
supported system
which (BPMS).
are
)
accessible to all components in each and

•

every process
and are
ementation: This pattern
requires instance
the definition
of a within
BPMS the
in π-calculus. Basic
control
the business
processa process that can be enacted
S is an agent consisting
of a of
component
representing
. Data available tomanagement
all components
has then
to be defined inside the BPMS agen
system
(BPMS):
nce,
def
def
BPMS = stack (s, e).(Penact ) and Penact = start.(P | Penact ) ,

es a new instance of a process represented by agent P each time the agent BPMS re
ame start. Immediately, further instances can be created using recursion. All ins
access to the stack created first in BPMS .
(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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Description: Data elements, which exist in the e

CHAPTER 4. DA

Data Interaction:
Activity to Activity

rn 4.8 (Data Interaction—Activity to Activity) Description: The ability to co
ata elements between one activity instance and another within the same process in
rding to [113, p.16])

•

mentation: Two activities
can exchange
data by the
useelements
of restricted names. The
The ability
to communicate
data
should only cover the
agents one
representing
the activities
involved under consider
between
activity instance
and another
ES -C OMP . For instance, in a process with two activities represented by the agent
within the same process instance:
def

P = νd (cell (a).τ.d!a".0 | d(x).τ.0) ,

ft hand component (i.e. activity) passes the name a to the right hand compon
y) using the restricted name d. Furthermore, activity to activity data interaction c
by adapting pattern 4.5 (Process Instance Data).

rn 4.9 (Data Interaction—Complex Activity Decomposition) Description: Th
(C) 2007 Frank to
Puhlmann
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s data elements
a complex activity. (According to [113, p.18])

mentation:

A complex activity receives data from preceding activities or oth

plex activities by receiving it via a restricted name according to pattern 4.8 (Data Interaction—
to Activity).
For(i.e.
instance,
a complex
receiving
a name
to all of its
eActivity
left hand
component
activity)
passesactivity
the name
a to the
rightavailable
hand component
activities
is given
as
ctivity)
using
the restricted
name d. Furthermore, activity to activity data interaction can t

Data Interaction:
attern 4.9 (Data Interaction—Complex Activity Decomposition) Description: The ab
pass data elements to aComplex
complex activity. (According
to [113, p.18])
Activities
def

= d(x).(A
| B) .
ace by adapting pattern 4.5 (ProcessCInstance
Data).

Consequently, the name d has to be restricted between the agent representing the preceding
activity and C.

mplementation:
A Interaction—Complex
complex activity receives
data Finalization)
from preceding
activities or
co
Pattern 4.10 (Data
Activity
Description:
Theother
ability
to pass
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from it
aability
complex
(According
to [113,
p.20]) 4.8
ex
activities
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via a restricted
according
toto/from
pattern
The
toactivity.
pass name
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a (Data Interactio
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instance,
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to allexof
Implementation:
ThisFor
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complements
the activity
preceding
pattern. aHowever,
a substantial
complex
activity:
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is complex
given as activities is required, namely an explicit synchronization of the components.
tension to

•

defFor instance,
This is again done using restricted names.
C = d(x).(A | B) .

def
onsequently,
name
has(u).τ.c1
to be restricted
C =the
νc1
νc2 d(cell
!u".0 | νv between
τ.c2 !v".0the
| c1agent
(x).c2representing
(y).d!x, y".0)the preced
ctivity and C.

shows an agent with three components representing a complex activity. The left component (i.e.
attern 4.10 (Data Interaction—Complex Activity Finalization) Description: The ab
activity) acquires a new cell u, whereas the middle component creates a restricted name v. Both
pass data elements from a complex activity. (According to [113, p.20])
names, u and v, are sent as subject in the complex activity synchronization component, repremplementation:
This
pattern
the preceding
pattern. contained
However,inathe
substantial
sented by the right
hand
term. complements
The agents representing
the activities
complex
nsion
toare
complex
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the compone
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(C) 2007 Frank Puhlmann
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subsequent
via d.restricted names. For instance,
his
is again activity
done using

